22165 - Live From Abbey Road, a Selection of Unique
Photographic Fusion-NFTs - Part I - e-Auction
Lot 1

Alt-JA Series of Unique Images from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): A series of eight photographs featuring all
band members, Joe Newman (guitar), Hus Unger-Hamilton
(keyboard) and Thom Sonny Green (drums). This performance
was just months after the release of their break-out album 'An
Awesome Wave' and therefore represents a seminal moment in
the band's career. Date: 05/12/2012This Fusion NFT is
indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1)
Physical Items:Unique, high quality poster size prints (22 x 15")
(8).2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file
as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 66.6 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the images (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£800 to £1,000

Lot 2

Blondie (Debbie Harry)A Unique Image from A Behind Closed
Doors Performance(nft): Pictured at the microphone, in dark
sunglasses, a unique photograph mounted in a black
frame.Date: 01/07/2011Taken shortly after the release of the
group's ninth studio album, Panic of Girls, in 2011 and at the
age of sixty-five, this unique photograph is a superb souvenir of
Debbie Harry's lasting genius.This Fusion NFT is indivisible
bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical
Items:A unique, high quality framed poster size print (22 x
15")2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file
as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 8.01 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£500 to £1,000

Lot 3

Craig DavidA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured standing, singing into a
microphone, a unique photograph.Date: 01/08/2006Taken just
after David's 2005 'The Story Goes...', this unique photograph
from a behind closed doors performance is a wonderful insight
into a true icon of modern R&B.This Fusion NFT is indivisible
bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical
Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")The
original film negative and contact taken from said negative2)
Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file as
captured by professional photographers working under service
contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size:
11.7 MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image
(as described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible
token (NFT) to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified above.Notes:
Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted
one hundred and forty of the finest musicians from around the
world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the most intimate of
performances - the groups playing to one another for the sheer
pleasure of their music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-NonFungible Token (NFT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality print.A digital asset comprising the original high resolution file.Copyright over the image.- An NFT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 4

Craig DavidA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured standing, singing into a
microphone, a unique photograph.Date: 01/08/2006Taken just
after David's 2005 'The Story Goes...', this unique photograph
from a behind closed doors performance is a wonderful insight
into a true icon of modern R&B.This Fusion NFT is indivisible
bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical
Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")The
original film negative and contact taken from said negative2)
Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file as
captured by professional photographers working under service
contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size:
10.7 MBCreated by Spink Design Team3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 5

Ed SheeranA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Photographed seated at the microphone,
playing his acoustic guitar. A unique photograph mounted in a
frame.Date: 02/09/2011Just one week before the release of
Sheeran's debut album '+', an album that would propel his
career exponentially, this unique photograph gives a unique
insight into Sheeran's lesser seen early career. Ed Sheeran has
now broken multiple music industry records for sales and hits.
At the time of writing, Sheeran's music has 84,002,151 monthly
streams on Spotify.This Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality framed poster size print (22 x 15")2)
Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file as
captured by professional photographers working under service
contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size:
11.5 MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image
(as described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible
token (NFT) to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified above.Notes:
Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted
one hundred and forty of the finest musicians from around the
world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the most intimate of
performances - the groups playing to one another for the sheer
pleasure of their music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-NonFungible Token (NFT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality print.A digital asset comprising the original high resolution file.Copyright over the image.- An NFT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.
Estimate
£500 to £1,000

Lot 6

ElbowA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Photographed standing, singling into a
microphone with his keyboardist, Craig Potter in view. A unique
photograph mounted in a frame.Date: 26/05/2006This private
performance dates between Elbow's third album 'Leaders of the
Free World' and their third, 'The Seldom Seen Kid' in 2007 - a
seminal period in Elbow's history in which the band moved to
Friction Records. Elbow have the distinction of playing at
Glastonbury this Summer.This Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality framed poster size print (22 x 15")2)
Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file as
captured by professional photographers working under service
contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size:
3.51 MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image
(as described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible
token (NFT) to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified above.Notes:
Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted
one hundred and forty of the finest musicians from around the
world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the most intimate of
performances - the groups playing to one another for the sheer
pleasure of their music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-NonFungible Token (NFT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality print.A digital asset comprising the original high resolution file.Copyright over the image.- An NFT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 7

Gipsy KingsA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Nicolo Reyes (left) and Tonino Baliardo
(Right) seated with their guitars. A unique photograph
mounted in a frame.Date: 01/06/2006Having first released
music in 1982, this unique photograph was taken between their
release of 'Estrellas' in 2006 and 'Compas' in 2007.This Fusion
NFT is indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4)
only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high quality framed poster size
print (22 x 15")The original film negative and contact taken
from said negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high
resolution file as captured by professional photographers
working under service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile
Format: JPEGFile Size: 10.4 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 8

Gipsy KingsA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Nicolo Reyes (left) and Tonino Baliardo
(Right) seated with their guitars. A unique photograph
mounted in a frame.Date: 01/06/2006Having first released
music in 1982, this unique photograph was taken between their
release of 'Estrellas' in 2006 and 'Compas' in 2007.This Fusion
NFT is indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4)
only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high quality framed poster size
print (22 x 15")The original film negative and contact taken
from said negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high
resolution file as captured by professional photographers
working under service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile
Format: JPEGFile Size: 8.12 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 9

Gipsy KingsA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Andre Reyes seated with his bass guitar,
clapping, with Nicolas Reyes in the foreground. A unique
photograph.Date: 01/06/2006This Fusion NFT is indivisible
bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical
Items:A unique, high quality framed poster size print (22 x
15")The original film negative and contact taken from said
negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution
file as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 11.3 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 10

James BluntA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured standing at the microphone,
singing and playing his acoustic guitar. A superb, unique
image,Date: 20/12/2007This private performance came just
months after Blunt's most successful album "All the Lost Souls"
which reached No. 1 in eight countries, a key moment in his
career.This Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle comprising the
following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high
quality poster size print (22 x 15")The original film negative
and contact taken from said negative2) Digital Item:The unique
and original high resolution file as captured by professional
photographers working under service contracts for Live From
Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 5.57 MB3) Intellectual
Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this
description and corresponding to the matching Physical Items
and Digital Item set out above) to be assigned from the current
holder to the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit
the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 11

Mary J. BligeA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured stood at the microphone, looking to
her right with left hand on hip, mid-perfomance.Date:
26/01/2008Having released influential music since 1992, this
photograph was taken shortly after Blige's 'Growing Pains' and
before 'Stronger with Each Tear' in 2009.This Fusion NFT is
indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1)
Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x
15")The original film negative and contact taken from said
negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution
file as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 5.94 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 12

MGMTA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Andrew VanWyngarden (lead vocalist, guitar
player and songwriter), pictured standing at the microphone
with his electric guitar.Date: 11/05/2008This private
performance came just after the group's debut album 'Oracular
Spectacular' in 2007.This Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")The original
film negative and contact taken from said negative2) Digital
Item:The unique and original high resolution file as captured
by professional photographers working under service contracts
for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 5.03 MB
3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as
described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible
token (NFT) to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified above.Notes:
Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted
one hundred and forty of the finest musicians from around the
world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the most intimate of
performances - the groups playing to one another for the sheer
pleasure of their music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-NonFungible Token (NFT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality print.A digital asset comprising the original high resolution file.Copyright over the image.- An NFT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 13

Michael BubleA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured seated on a stool, the microphone
on a stand leant towards him. A superb image from this behind
closed doors concert conveying Buble's charm.Date:
26/10/2009This private performance came just days after the
release of Buble's hit album 'Crazy Love' which reached number
1 in five countries.This Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")2) Digital
Item:The unique and original high resolution file as captured
by professional photographers working under service contracts
for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 7.77 MB3)
Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as
described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible
token (NFT) to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified above.Notes:
Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted
one hundred and forty of the finest musicians from around the
world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the most intimate of
performances - the groups playing to one another for the sheer
pleasure of their music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-NonFungible Token (NFT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality print.A digital asset comprising the original high resolution file.Copyright over the image.- An NFT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 14

Paul SimonA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft:) Pictured singing into his microphone and
playing the acoustic guitar.Date: 24/05/2006This unseen
performance came just weeks after the release of 'Surprise'
which achieved a BPI: Gold rating and is among the last four
studio albums released by Simon. This unique image shows
Simon in a one-time, behind closed doors performance. This
Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle comprising the following items
(1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size
print (22 x 15")The original film negative and contact taken
from said negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high
resolution file as captured by professional photographers
working under service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile
Format: JPEGFile Size: 11.5 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£500 to £1,000

Lot 15

Red Hot Chili PeppersAnthony KiedisA Unique Image from A
Behind Closed Doors Performance(nft): Anthony Kiedis
pictured standing, singing into his microphone. A striking
image from this private performance.Date: 20/11/2006Pictured
here, shortly after the release of 'Stadium Arcadium' which hit
number 1 in at least 10 countries.This Fusion NFT is indivisible
bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical
Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")2)
Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file as
captured by professional photographers working under service
contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size:
9.54 MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image
(as described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible
token (NFT) to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified above.Notes:
Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted
one hundred and forty of the finest musicians from around the
world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the most intimate of
performances - the groups playing to one another for the sheer
pleasure of their music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-NonFungible Token (NFT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality print.A digital asset comprising the original high resolution file.Copyright over the image.- An NFT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 16

Red Hot Chili PeppersA Unique Image from A Behind Closed
Doors Performance(nft): Anthony Kiedis (left) and Michael
Peter Balzary A.K.A. 'Flea' (right) in performance. A striking,
dynamic image from this one-time performance.Date:
20/11/2006Pictured here, shortly after the release of 'Stadium
Arcadium' which hit number 1 in at least 10 countries.This
Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle comprising the following items
(1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size
print (22 x 15")The original film negative and contact taken
from said negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high
resolution file as captured by professional photographers
working under service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile
Format: JPEGFile Size: 19.1 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 17

SealA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured walking across the famous Abbey
Road zebra crossing. A unique photograph mounted in a black
frame.Dated: 19/03/2009This unique photograph comes just a
few months before Seal's 'Seal 6: Commitment'.This Fusion NFT
is indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4)
only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high quality framed poster size
print (22 x 15")2) Digital Item:The unique and original high
resolution file as captured by professional photographers
working under service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile
Format: JPEGFile Size: 6.40 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 18

The VaccinesA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Showing all four founding members, Árni
Árnason (bass), Justin Hayward-Young (vocalist and guitar),
Freddie Cowan (guitar) and Pete Robertson (drums), pictured
in performance.Date: 05/11/2012This unseen performance
came just weeks after the release of 'Come of Age' which
received BPI: Gold, the band's only other album at that time
being 'What Did You Expect from the Vaccines?' which received
BPI: Platinum. This image then represents the golden era for
the group.This Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle comprising the
following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high
quality poster size print (22 x 15")2) Digital Item:The unique
and original high resolution file as captured by professional
photographers working under service contracts for Live From
Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 14.2 MB3) Intellectual
Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this
description and corresponding to the matching Physical Items
and Digital Item set out above) to be assigned from the current
holder to the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit
the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 19

The VaccinesJustin Hayward-YoungA Unique Image from A
Behind Closed Doors Performance(nft): Justin Hayward-Young
(vocalist and guitar) pictured singing into his microphone.Date:
05/11/2012This unseen performance came just weeks after the
release of 'Come of Age' which received BPI: Gold, the band's
only other album at that time being 'What Did You Expect from
the Vaccines?' which received BPI: Platinum. This image then
represents the golden era for the group.This Fusion NFT is
indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1)
Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x
15")2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file
as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 14.5 MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 20

Yusuf Islam (Cat Stevens)A Unique Image from A Behind
Closed Doors Performance(nft): Pictured standing, singing into
his microphone and playing the acoustic guitar.Date:
31/05/2009This unseen performance came just shortly after
releasing the BPI: Gold studio album 'Roadsinger' and singles:
'Boots and Sand' feat. Paul McCartney and Dolly Parton,
'Thinking 'Bout You' and 'The Day the World Get 'Round'. A
wonderful and unique image from this artist's illustrious
career.This Fusion NFT is indivisible bundle comprising the
following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high
quality poster size print (22 x 15")2) Digital Item:The unique
and original high resolution file as captured by professional
photographers working under service contracts for Live From
Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 7.87 MB3) Intellectual
Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this
description and corresponding to the matching Physical Items
and Digital Item set out above) to be assigned from the current
holder to the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit
the image.4) NFT:A non-fungible token (NFT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these onetime performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Non-Fungible Token (NFT)?- A
rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An NFT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.
Estimate
£500 to £1,000

